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‘The inspiration behind the stroller
comes from the ‘egg’, which is of course
richly symbolic, connoting birth,
warmth, shelter and sustenance.’

LOVE /05

As your pregnancy develops and especially when your baby arrives, the urge to
love, nurture and protect comes from nowhere and fills your heart with
overwhelming feelings of love.
At egg® we understand these feelings, which is why the egg stroller has been
designed in the UK with the up-most care and attention to detail.
The inspiration behind the stroller comes from the ‘egg’, which is of course richly
symbolic, connoting birth, warmth, shelter and sustenance.
As a new or soon to be parent the urge to nest compels you to create a safe
environment at home. A place of love, security, hope and wonder. Again we
understand this, and offer the same sanctuary for your child when you leave the
house. With its soft touch fabrics, smooth curves and continuous lines, the egg
stroller exudes style and class. These fabulous looks go hand-in-hand with
outstanding engineering, creating the perfect ride for baby and ultimate ease
of use for you.
We love that you are reading this brochure... and we hope you fall in love with the
egg stroller as much as we have.
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‘You have created a new life and it is
time for baby to explore their new world.
Time to get outside in style and comfort
with the egg stroller.’

LIFE /07

You have created a new life and it is time for baby to explore their new world.
Time to get outside in style and comfort with the egg stroller.
The egg carrycot is perfect for the first few months, offering a cosy and
comfortable environment that keeps your baby safe in a lie-flat position.
As your baby reaches 6 months it is time to move to the seat unit where they
can still face you and interact with you, always listening and learning. When
your little one is older the seat unit can be changed around so they can begin
to face the world and take in all the new sights and sounds.
With Tru-Ride® Technology tyres and all-round suspension, the great outdoors
can be enjoyed smoothly whether you take a short stroll in the park or a
longer adventure in the woods on a nature trail.
For urban excursions such as hitting the high street, stocking up in the
supermarket or meeting family and friends we have got you covered. A new
life has begun, for you and for baby, and your egg stroller will be with you
every step of the way.
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‘The egg stroller offers outstanding
functionality... the three position
recline seat unit can be ﬁtted either
parent or forward facing.’

FEATURES /09

The egg stroller offers outstanding functionality... the three position recline seat
unit can be fitted either parent or forward facing. Parent facing is perfect for
interacting with your baby in the early stages which can benefit your baby’s speech
development. Forward facing lets your growing child explore and experience the
big wide world. Tested to carry up to a maximum weight of 25kg the egg stroller
also comes with a 24 month warranty.
All egg strollers are fitted with Tru-Ride® Technology non-puncture tyres which
have been engineered for comfort, superior handling and added durability.
The one-hand fold chassis is compact and free-standing when folded, it features
all-around suspension and has a five position handle to suit your height perfectly
which will ultimately benefit your own posture.
A lie-flat carrycot can be purchased as an optional extra, which is suitable for
occasional overnight sleeping and comes complete with padded liner and
mattress. At egg we recommend your baby is in a lie-flat position for the first six
months to aid organ and spinal development.
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At egg, our commitment to you is to equip this
premium product with the best in quality tyres.
Featuring Tru-Ride® Technology, these PU
Polymer tyres have been engineered to offer
comfort and durability.
Our tyres last ten times longer than more
commonly used EVA, offer superior handling
and give a smoother ride for you and your child.
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FEATURES

01/ Three-position recline
parent facing seat unit to
suit your growing child.

02/ Five position handle
adjustment for your
comfort.

03/ Five position calf
adjustment for you child’s
comfort.

04/ Three-position recline
forward facing seat unit.

05/ Carrycot; lie-flat
position aids baby’s
organ and spinal
development.

06/ Car seat adaptors
enable you to add a Group
0+ Infant Carrier Car Seat.
Shown above with the
Maxi Cosi Pebble Plus.
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‘The egg stroller comes complete
with a raincover, insect net (which is
attached and stored underneath the
calf support), seat unit apron and a
seat liner in a colour of your choice.’

At a glance guide to the egg stroller functionality.
01/ Large protective hood with silent adjustment mechanism.
02/ Five position handle height adjustment.
03/ 5-point safety harness with clips to hold the harness open for ease of use.
04/ Removable bumper bar.
05/ Five position calf adjustment.
06/ Concealed storage compartment.
07/ Insect net stored under the calf support.
08/ Tru-Ride® Technology tyres.
09/ Quick release front and rear wheels.
10/ Large shopping basket.
11/ Swivel or fixed front wheels.
12/ All-around suspension.
13/ Three position recline parent and forward facing seat unit tested up to a
maximum weight of 25kg. (15kg per seat when in tandem mode).
14/ Recline simply with one hand.
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‘At egg we recommend your baby is
in a lie-ﬂat position for the ﬁrst six
months to aid organ and spinal
development. A lie-ﬂat carrycot can
be purchased as an optional extra.’

At a glance guide to the egg carrycot functionality.
01/ Large protective hood with silent adjustment mechanism.
02/ Carry handle.
03/ Removable apron.
04/ Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping.
05/ Sturdy base.
06/ Comes complete with raincover, padded liner and mattress offering
lie-flat sleeping position perfect for aiding baby’s organ and spinal
development. The seat unit insect net fits the carrycot.
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‘You can choose from a range of car
seats from leading brands such as
Maxi Cosi, Cybex and BeSafe.’

CAR SEAT COMPATIBILITY
Car seat adaptors (see page 50) are available to purchase separately giving you
flexibility to add a Group 0+ infant carrier car seat of your choice and turn your
egg stroller into a full travel system.
You can choose from a range of car seats from leading brands such as Maxi Cosi,
Cybex and BeSafe. The adaptors fit straight onto the chassis and are very simple
to use. A full list of safety-tested car seats as of June 2019 is as follows:
Maxi Cosi – Pebble, Pebble Plus, Rock & Cabriofix
Cybex – Aton Q, Cloud Q*, Cloud Z*
BeSafe – iZi Go*
Recaro – Previa* & Zero*
Joie – I Gemm
Nuna – Pipa
NB: *Not suitable in tandem mode
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‘Whether you need transport for
newborn twins, a baby and a toddler or
even two toddlers we have got you covered.’

GROWING
FAMILIES /19

As well as working beautifully for one little person the egg stroller has also
been designed to grow with your family and offers many solutions for
parents of two.
Whether you need transport for newborn twins, a baby and a toddler or
even two toddlers we have got you covered with our range of carrycots,
tandem seats and adaptor accessories.
For toddlers with a little more independence who want to travel with baby
brother or sister we also have the egg Ride on Board accessory available
(see page 49).
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GROWING FAMILIES

01/ Upper forward facing
seat unit, lower tandem
seat unit.

02/ Tandem carrycots.

03/ Tandem Group 0+
infant carrier car seats.
Shown above with the
Maxi Cosi Pebble Plus.

04/ Upper forward facing
seat unit, lower carrycot.

05/ Lower forward facing
tandem seat unit, upper
Group 0+ infant carrier car
seat. Shown above with the
Maxi Cosi Pebble Plus.

06/ Lower carrycot, upper
Group 0+ infant carrier car
seat. Shown above with the
Maxi Cosi Pebble Plus.
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Platinum
£769

‘Designed with love and life at the front
of our minds and crafted with precise skill
and care, our 2019/20 collection introduces
new adventures in fabrics and metals.’

THE 2019/20
COLLECTION /23
The culmination of many months of research and exploration with new fabrics and
metals that perfectly partner and enhance our iconic egg design is revealed in our
latest collection.
Our goal was to deliver another range of luxury strollers that you will be proud to
push, and that journey began with conversations with real parents like you. We
have become very good listeners at egg…
Stunning grey and black themes have remained an important part of our fashions
and we have also introduced a playful feel with our Camo fabrics and something
truly standout with the Cool Mist Special Edition. Our heritage as a British designled company is woven into new adventures with tweed-effect fabrics which are
visible and tactile on our classic Country Green and Platinum, among others.
Enjoy browsing the following pages and we hope you find something that will help
you have fun, feel good and turn heads…
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Country Green
£769

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Deep Navy.
£769

02/ Carbon Grey.
£769

03/ Shadow Black.
£769
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Cool Mist £999
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner & Choice of Changing Bag or Backpack)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Carrycot (sold separately) in
Cool Mist on chassis.
£219

03/ Cool Mist
Changing Bag.

COOL MIST

02/ Lower tandem seat unit
(sold separately) in Cool Mist.
£199

04/ Cool Mist
Backpack.
05/ Cool Mist
Footmuff.
£85

When the sun goes down and the tide slowly returns to shore, a cool mist
sweeps across the ocean like an old friend to greet you. We have brought that
fresh feeling into our Cool Mist Edition which combines the iconic egg design
with soft touch honeycomb effect fabrics and a plush quilted interior to add
comfort and style. Includes a beautiful luxury leatherette changing bag or
fabric backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.
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Independent Retailer Exclusive
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Just Black £999
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner & Choice of Changing Bag or Backpack)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Just Black Carrycot (sold
separately) on chassis.
£219

03/ Just Black
Changing Bag.

02/ Lower tandem seat unit
(sold separately) in Just Black.
£199

04/ Just Black
Backpack.

JUST BLACK

05/ Just Black
Footmuff.
£85

No moon, no stars, no light; Just Black in the dead of night. This Independent
Retailer Exclusive echoes of our legendary Gotham Black fashion with a new
twist that introduces soft touch honeycomb effect fabrics and a plush quilted
interior. Includes a beautiful luxury leatherette changing bag or fabric
backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.
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Anthracite £999
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner & Choice of Changing Bag or Backpack)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Anthracite Carrycot (sold
separately) on chassis.
£219

03/ Anthracite
Changing Bag.

02/ Lower tandem seat unit
(sold separately) in Anthracite.
£199

04/ Anthracite
Backpack.

ANTHRACITE

05/ Anthracite
Footmuff.
£85

Fuel your passion for adventure with the simple purity of Anthracite. A special
edition featuring our new soft touch honeycomb fabric in a submetallic grey tone
with a plush quilted interior. This package includes a fabric backpack or luxury
leatherette changing bag, reversible fur seat liner, insect net and raincover.
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Honeycomb £999
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner & Choice of Changing Bag or Backpack)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Carrycot (sold separately) in
Honeycomb on chassis.
£219

03/ Honeycomb
Changing Bag.

02/ Lower tandem seat unit
(sold separately) in Honeycomb.
£199

04/ Honeycomb
Backpack.

HONEYCOMB

05/ Honeycomb
Footmuff.
£85

Our new mellow feel honeycomb fabrics have inspired the name of this special
edition. Combining the warm amber shade of nature’s sweetest gift with
prismatic patterns and a contrasting silver chassis, the Honeycomb egg stroller
package includes a stunning luxury leatherette changing bag or fabric
backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.
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Camo Grey £999
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner & matching Backpack)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Carrycot (sold separately)
in Camo Grey on chassis.
£219

03/ Camo Grey
Backpack.

02/ Lower tandem seat unit
(sold separately) in Camo Grey.
£199

04/ Reversible Fur
Seat Liner.

CAMO GREY

05/ Camo Grey Footmuff.
(sold separately).
£85

Stand out from the crowd with our Camo Grey special edition as you weave
your way through the city streets. This is a camouflage specially designed to
make you be seen and turn heads wherever you tread. This luxurious package
comes complete with a fabric backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect
net and raincover. The carrycot, lower tandem seat unit and co-ordinating
footmuff can be purchased separately.
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Camo Sand £999
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner & matching Backpack)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Carrycot (sold separately) in
Camo Sand on chassis.
£219

03/ Camo Sand
Changing Bag
(included).

02/ Lower tandem seat unit
(sold separately) in Camo Sand.
£199

04/ Reversible Fur
Seat Liner.

CAMO SAND

05/ Camo Sand Footmuff.
(sold separately).
£85

You cannot be fooled by this disguise! The stunning new Camo Sand Edition
will blend into any lifestyle. It comes complete with a fabric backpack,
reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover. The carrycot, lower
tandem seat unit and co-ordinating footmuff can be purchased separately.
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THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Quantum Grey stroller, includes
Luxury Fleece Seat Liner &
Changing Bag. £849

03/ Quantum Grey
Changing Bag
(included).

02/ Lower tandem seat unit (sold
separately) in Quantum Grey.
£189

04/ Reversible Fur
Seat Liner.

QUANTUM GREY

05/ Footmuff.
(sold separately).
£85

Find solace with the Quantum Edition, exclusive to Independent Retailers.
A beautiful shade of grey fabrics with a textured subtle metallic handle and
bumper bar, complete with padded luxurious reversible fur liner and matching
egg® changing bag. The carrycot, tandem seat and co-ordinating footmuff
can be purchased separately.
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Diamond Black £849
(includes Luxury Fleece Seat Liner)

THE 2019/20 COLLECTION

01/ Carrycot (sold separately) in
Diamond Black on chassis.
£219

03/ Diamond Black
Changing Bag.
£99

02/ Lower tandem seat unit (sold
separately) in Diamond Black.
£199

04/ Reversible
Fur Seat Liner
(included).

DIAMOND BLACK

05/ Diamond
Black Footmuff.
£85

Timeless and elegant, the Diamond Black Edition with Rose Gold chassis and
subtle black glitter fabrics is a true fashion statement, complete with padded
luxurious reversible fur seat liner. The carrycot, co-ordinating footmuff and
changing bag can be purchased separately.
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‘From stylish changing bags to
essential car seat adaptors, our
range of available accessories offer
ﬂexibility, style, comfort for baby
and ease of use for you.’

ACCESSORIES /43

Step out in style every day with co-ordinating egg accessories. Designed here in
the UK, the accessory range is made from quality fabrics and materials to
compliment the egg stroller perfectly.
From stylish changing bags to essential car seat adaptors, our range of available
accessories offer flexibility, style, comfort for baby and ease of use for you.
43

ACCESSORIES
egg Carrycot.
Comes complete with apron, raincover, padded liner and mattress offering lie-flat
sleeping position perfect for aiding baby’s organ and spinal development.

From left to right;
Platinum, Deep Navy,
Country Green, Carbon
Grey, Shadow Black.
£199

Adjustable Height Adaptors.
The unique 2 position adjustable height adaptors increase
the height of the carrycot to suit you. Perfect to bring baby
closer and easier to lift baby out.
£29
NO ADAPTOR

(47cm)
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ADAPTOR –
NO EXTENSION

+8.3cm
(55.3cm)

ADAPTOR –
FULLY EXTENDED

+13.3cm
(60.3cm)

ACCESSORIES
egg Changing Bag.
The egg Changing Bag is stylish and practical, made from a soft, durable fabric. It
features several external pockets, all finished with stylish egg shaped zip pulls. Inside, the
bag features a large main compartment with other zipped pockets for smaller items and
comes complete with a quality padded changing mattress. It has an adjustable strap with
shoulder pad and features two straps to attach to the handle of the stroller. As with all
designer bags, the egg changing bag comes in a dust bag to keep it in pristine
condition when not in use.
£80

01/ From left to right;
Carbon Grey, Country
Green, Deep Navy,
Platinum, Shadow Black
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ACCESSORIES
egg Footmuff.
The egg Footmuff is made
from a soft, durable fabric
and is finished beautifully
with a plush fabric lining
for the ultimate comfort for
your baby. Suitable for use
with a 5 point safety
harness the footmuff has a
fold down section to the
front which is perfect for
keeping chills out on very
cold days.
£85

01/ From left to right;
Carbon Grey,
Country Green,
Deep Navy, Platinum,
Shadow Black

egg Newborn Insert.
The egg Newborn Insert is a soft padded insert which creates a lie-flat position in the
seat unit for your newborn baby. Made from 100% soft cotton for ultimate comfort.
£60
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ACCESSORIES
egg Reversible Fur Seat Liner.
The egg stroller comes complete with a seat liner of your colour choice. Choose the style
that sits perfectly with your stroller fabric. Seat liners are also available to purchase
separately so you can personalise your egg stroller differently day by day. Our luxury
reversible seat liner fits perfectly in your egg seat unit and is warm and cosy for winter
months and cool during summer. Available in 4 colours; cream, blush pink, grey and black.
£40
01/ Cream Fleece, Blush Pink Fleece, Grey Fleece, Black Fleece

02/ Luxury Real Sheepskin Fleece Liner. £60
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ACCESSORIES

01/ Thermal Shopping Basket.
The ingenious Thermal
Shopping Basket is a spacious
storage addition and comes
with a leatherette carry handle
and attachments to clip onto
the frame of the egg®. It has
easy access with a zipped cover
and the thermal insulation
maintains temperature over the
course of several hours,
fantastic for shopping and
picnics in the park.
£80
With high quality
thermal foil lining.

02/ Ride on Board.
The egg Ride on Board is
perfect for a toddler or child to
come along too. It easily
attaches to the egg or Quail
stroller using specialist
brackets. It can be lifted up and
out of the way when not in use,
quick releases by elevating to
90 degrees to remove and can
be left attached when folding
your stroller. The Ride on Board
features matching egg®
designed wheels.
£80 (including adaptors)
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ACCESSORIES

01/ egg Cupholder.
£15

02/ egg Parasol.
£25

03/ Multi Car Seat
Adaptors.
£29

04/ Lower Multi Car
Seat Adaptors.
£29
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ACCESSORIES
The egg Tandem.
With the addition of a
tandem adaptor kit the
egg stroller can be
converted into a tandem
stroller. To convert into a
tandem you need to
purchase a lower tandem
seat unit and a pair of
tandem adaptors. It can
also be purchased from
the outset for twins.
£189

01/ Lower Tandem Seat
Unit and Adaptor.
From left to right; Carbon
Grey, Country Green,
Deep Navy, Platinum,
Shadow Black.
£189

02/ Tandem Adaptors.
£50
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‘For such a compact stroller, the Quail
showcases a full sized, lie-ﬂat seat which
folds away neatly in one quick, simple fold
and is free standing for easy storage.’

QUAIL /53

The compact Quail is the latest addition to the best-selling egg® brand portfolio.
It is suitable for babies and toddlers from birth up to 22kg and can be used in both
parent and world facing positions. As you would expect from egg, it has the same
quality feel and uses luxury fabrics and materials throughout.
For such a compact stroller, the Quail showcases a full sized, lie-flat seat which folds
away neatly in one quick, simple fold and is free standing for easy storage.
The Quail has been fitted with Tru-Ride® Technology tyres which have been
engineered for comfort, superior handling and added durability and also has cute
branded quail footprints embedded into the tread for that extra special touch.
The Quail also has optional accessories including carrycots, footmuffs, bottle holder,
changing bags and its own thermal basket. The egg Ride on Board (see page 49)
can also be used with the Quail.
53
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QUAIL
01/ Carrycot on chassis.
Quail carrycot includes multi adaptors,
soft liner, mattress and raincover. The
multi adaptors can also be used with a
wide range of car seats (see below).

02/ Car seat on chassis.
The Quail Multi Adaptors (available
separately or included with Carrycot)
are compatible with a range of car
seats from brands such as Cybex,
Maxi Cosi & BeSafe.

03/ Parent facing seat position.
Full sized, lie-flat seat with an ingenious
sliding adjustable harness system.
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QUAIL

04/ World facing seat position.
Three position reclining seat with
easy to use variable hood height
feature that grows with your child.

05/ Compact freestanding fold.
One handed fast fold with seat
parent or world facing &
freestands when folded.
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Latte
£599
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QUAIL

01/ Strictly Pink.
£599

02/ Quantum Grey.
£599

03/ Gotham Black.
£599
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Camo Grey
£599

NEW FOR 2019/20

QUAIL

01/ Cool Mist.
£599

02/ Just Black.
£599
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QUAIL
Quail Carrycot.
The Quail Carrycot is suitable from birth, comes complete with soft liner, padded
mattress, multi adaptors, raincover and is also suitable for occasional overnight
sleeping. The Quail Carrycot features soft touch durable fabrics, has an adjustable hood
and apron which creates a stylish smooth curve. The multi adaptors can also be used
with compatible car seats.
£179

01/ Gotham
Black

02/ Latte

03/ Strictly Pink

04/ Quantum
Grey
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QUAIL
Quail Changing Bag.
The Quail Changing Bag is stylish and practical, made from a soft touch, durable fabric
it makes a perfect bag to carry all your baby’s essential items when out and about. It
features several external pockets, finished with quality egg® shaped zip pulls. Inside,
the bag features a large main compartment with additional zipped pockets for smaller
items and comes complete with a quality padded changing mattress. It has an
adjustable strap with shoulder pad and features two straps to attach to the handle of
the pushchair.
£80

01/ Gotham Black. 02/ Latte.

03/ Quantum Grey.

04/ Strictly Pink.

Quail Footmuff.
The Quail footmuff is made from a soft touch, durable fabric finished beautifully with a
plush fleece lining for ultimate comfort for your baby. Suitable for use with a 5 point
safety harness the footmuff has a fold down section to the front which is perfect for
keeping chills out on very cold days. The side zip gives easy access for lifting your
baby in and out of the pushchair.
£85

01/ Latte.

02/ Strictly Pink.

03/ Gotham Black.

04/ Quantum Grey.
63
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QUAIL
Quail Magnetic Back Panel.
The Quail has a unique feature in the form of interchangeable, magnetic panels on the back
of the seat unit. A collection of 6 different magnetic seat panels can be instantly attached to
the back of the stroller to give it a different, eclectically fabulous look: snakeskin, reptile skin
and rose gold leatherette are just a few of the options available. A Back Panel of your
choice is included with the Quail stroller and you can buy extra colours separately.

From left to right,
top row: Pink,
Grey, Silver.
From left to right,
bottom row:
Gold, Gloss Black,
Matte Black.
£30

Other Quail Accessories
Keep your shopping, drinks or snacks warm or cool with our Quail Thermal Shopping
Basket or your current refreshment handy on the move with the Quail Bottle Holder. The
Quail Multi Adaptors come included with the Quail Carrycot but can also be purchased
separately if you prefer to just use a car seat on the chassis instead of a carrycot.

01/ Thermal Basket.
£80

02/ Bottle Holder.
£15

03/ Multi Adaptors.
£29
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‘We hope you love the egg collection just as
much as we have loved creating it for you.’

TECHNICAL /67

We’ve shown you all of the egg & Quail’s stunning looks, explained their outstanding
functionality and introduced our range of co-ordinating accessories. The next few
pages give you all the technical information; weights, dimensions and warranty details.
We hope you have enjoyed browsing our brochure and you now love the egg
collection just as much as we have loved creating it for you!
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TECHNICAL
egg® Weights and Dimensions.
STROLLER

FOLDED

Chassis
with wheels

68 x 29 x
59cm

Chassis with
wheels and
seat unit

UNFOLDED

106.5 x 59 x 8898cm (variable
handle height)

WEIGHT

FEATURES

9.7kg

One hand fold.

13.5kg

Tested up to a maximum
weight of 25kg.
24 months warranty*.

Chassis without 67
67 xx 23
23xx
without
wheels wheels 50cm
50cm

Compact
Compactfold.
fold.

Seat unitwithout 67 x 23 x
Chassis
(with
hood)
wheels
50cms

30 x 27 x 90cm
Backrest length
50cm

Front wheel
diameter

18cm

Swivel or fixed position.
Quick release.
**Tru-Ride® Technology.

Rear wheel
diameter

26cm

Quick release.
**Tru-Ride® Technology.

Handle height

94-106.5cm

Five position handle
height adjust.

CARRYCOT

Three position
Compact
fold.recline.
Five position calf support.

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
DIMENSIONS DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

FEATURES

L 79 x W 33 x
D 17cm (at
centre)

3.4kg

Comes with raincover,
mattress and padded liner.
Suitable for occasional
overnight sleeping. Tested up
to a maximum weight of 9kg.

L 85 x W 45 x
D 28cm (hood
folded)
L 85 x W 45 x
D 61cm (hood
unfolded)
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4kg

TECHNICAL
Quail® Weights and Dimensions.
STROLLER

FOLDED

Chassis
with wheels
Chassis with
wheels and
seat unit

UNFOLDED

WEIGHT

FEATURES

66 x 31 x 54cm

7.5kg

One hand fold.

70 x 31 x 54cm 96-109 x 54 x 8496cm (variable
handle height)

10.9kg

Tested up to a maximum
weight of 22kg.
24 months warranty*.

3.4kg

Three
position
Compact
fold.recline.

Seat unitwithout 67 x 23 x
Chassis
(with
hood)
wheels
50cms

29 x 30 x 80cm
Backrest length
54cm

Front wheel
diameter

15cm

Swivel or fixed position.
**Tru-Ride® Technology.

Rear wheel
diameter

20cm

Quick release.
**Tru-Ride® Technology.

Handle height

96-109cm

Five position handle
height adjust.

CARRYCOT

INTERIOR
DIMENSIONS

EXTERIOR
DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

FEATURES

L 77 x W 30 x
D 17cm (at
centre)

Folded
L 82 x W 43 x
D 29cm Hood

3.4kg

Comes with raincover,
mattress and padded liner.
Suitable for occasional
overnight sleeping.
Tested up to a maximum
weight of 9kg.

Unfolded
L 82 x W 43 x
D 60cm Hood

*See page 70 for warranty details. ** See page 10 for Tru-Ride® Technology details.
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TECHNICAL
Your egg® warranty.
At egg® we pride ourselves in manufacturing high quality products with our
customers’ safety and wellbeing at the forefront of our minds.

Registering your egg® product.
Please remember to activate your warranty and register your product, you can do
this simply by visiting eggstroller.com and click on ‘Register your product’ to
complete the registration online.

Your warranty policy.
At egg® we guarantee your product has been manufactured in accordance with all
current European safety standards which are applicable to this product, and that this
product is free from defects in workmanship and material at the time of purchase.
During the production process this product has gone through rigorous quality
checks. Despite our efforts, if this product does show a manufacturing or material
defect within the 24 months warranty period for the chassis and seat frames and 6
months for carrycot, seat fabrics and PVC raincover we will comply to the warranty
terms and conditions providing the product has been used for normal use as
described within the instruction manual and it has been serviced and maintained
correctly also described within the instruction manual.
For further information please contact the place of purchase. Please retain your
original receipt of purchase safely in the back of this booklet.

Warranty terms.
• Chassis and seat frames: 24 consecutive months.
• Seat fabrics, carrycot, accessories and PVC raincover: 6 consecutive months.
• The warranty only applies to the original purchaser and is non-transferable.

egg aims to ensure that all specifications within this brochure are correct at the time of print.
egg reserves the right to alter prices, specifications, design or the construction of products
without prior notice. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the colour reproduction is
accurate, variation may occur as a result of print and photographic processes.
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